Priyasri Patodia
Presents

Untitled V & VI
Untitled V - Facilitated by
Ishita Debnath Biswas
Durgadas Garai | Madhav Nair | Parikshit Pisal | Pritish Bali | Rahi De Roy | Tilottama
Bhowmick | Veda Thozhur Kolleri

Untitled VI
Bheeshma Sharma | Birender Yadav | Diptej Vernekar | Muskaan SIngh | Nakul Patel |
Prajeesh AD | Roshan Avnekar | Sanayvi Naik

Exhibition from 21st October, 2020 – 21st November, 2020
On view: www.priyasriartgallery.in/www.priyasriartgallery.com
Concept note Untitled V – "Some books narrate, some are narratives in themselves."
Recording narratives and expressions has shaped civilisations since their onset. Books have
been playing a vital role in archiving and sharing of narratives especially since the invention
of paper and the printing press. There has been a long history of transformation of books in
terms of form, mediums and meaning. Books have also been a medium of intersection of
artistic and literary practices which has broadened the realm of contemporary art. In this
exhibition we are bringing together a few artist's works that engage with the medium/form
of the book through various conceptual models.

Concept note Untitled VI
Untitled VI Is an ongoing virtual exhibition series that we initiated on the onset of the
lockdown. The artists in the exhibition are those whose work we admire and who have been
connected to our organisation in the distant past and recently. Series of Untitled stands as a
response to the situation, we attempted to initiate a dialogue for the artists and connect
them with the audiences, it has brought together a diverse range of emerging artists who
were consciously chosen and put together. Series of Untitled will run until it gets completed

till Untitled X. With art spaces closing doors; currently, the question is “how do we stay
relevant in a post-COVID-19 world?

__________________________________________________________________________
Ishita Debnath Biswas is a Visual Artist & Children’s Book Designer from Delhi-NCR. She
works with drawing, animation, video, installation, image-making and graphic design. With
an interest in making alternative narratives accessible, she has been designing children’s
books since past few years.

